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ABSTRACT

An eddy-resolving quasigeostrophic model of the Southern Ocean coupled to a dynamic atmospheric

mixed layer is used to compare the performance of two different wind stress parameterization schemes. The

first is the standard quadratic drag law, based on atmospheric velocity alone, whereas the second (more exact)

formulation is based on the difference between ocean and atmosphere velocities. The two different schemes

give very similar magnitudes of mean stress; however, the relative velocity scheme has substantially lower

power input, resulting in a weaker eddy field, and consequently, greater circumpolar transport. These results

are explored in terms of the existing theories of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (including eddy saturation

and eddy damping) and the implications for modeling the Southern Ocean are discussed.

1. Introduction

Scatterometer observations of wind stress at the

ocean’s surface show clear evidence of both large-scale

atmospheric features and smaller-scale features result-

ing from interactions with the ocean (Chelton et al.

2004). The small-scale oceanic features are caused by

two primary mechanisms. The first mechanism is that of

the ocean velocity, since stress can be approximated as

a quadratic function of the relative velocity between the

atmosphere and ocean (Pacanowski 1987). The second

mechanism is the influence of sea surface temperature

(SST). Small-scale stress gradients have been shown to

correlate strongly with SST gradients (O’Neill et al.

2003; Nonaka and Xie 2003; Chelton et al. 2004), dem-

onstrating that a coupling mechanism exists between

SST and stress.

The signature of ocean currents in scatterometer

measurements of stress has been demonstrated by a

comparison of scatterometer stress fields with buoy

measurements (Kelly et al. 2001). Scatterometers esti-

mate stress directly, explicitly accounting for the relative

velocity between the wind and ocean, whereas the buoy

measurements infer stress from the wind velocity alone.

Ocean currents have also been inferred directly from

scatterometer observations using high-pass spatial filter-

ing (Cornillon and Park 2001; Park et al. 2006) because

ocean velocities vary on smaller-length scales more than

wind velocities. It is widely acknowledged that wind

stress has some dependence on ocean velocity; however,

the influence of this dependence upon basin-scale flow

has only recently been investigated (Duhaut and Straub

2006; Dawe and Thompson 2006; Zhai and Greatbatch

2007). This paper focuses on the ocean velocity contri-

bution to the stress, by examining its impact on a channel

model of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC).

a. Relative velocity stress parameterization

Wind stress t can be parameterized by a simple qua-

dratic function of the difference between atmospheric

velocity at 10-m altitude ua and the ocean surface ve-

locity uo (Pacanowski 1987),
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where ra is the density of air at sea level and Cd is the drag

coefficient, which is approximated as a constant. Typical

atmospheric velocities are of order ua ; 10 m s21, whereas

ocean velocities on a basin scale are uo ; 0.2 m s21.
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Thus, Eq. (1) can be approximated by setting ua 2 uo ’

ua, giving a wind stress that depends only on the atmo-

spheric velocity (Pedlosky 1987),
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In some regions, this approximation becomes far less

accurate because ocean surface velocities become com-

parable with wind velocities. Pacanowski (1987) pointed

out that in equatorial regions, juoj ; 1 m s21 and juaj ;
6 m s21, so that the use of t0 introduces errors in t of up

to 30%. However, in most parts of the ocean, including

the Southern Ocean, wind speed is at least an order of

magnitude larger than the ocean currents, thus the in-

clusion of uo in the wind stress parameterization is

a second-order effect. On the other hand, recent studies

(Duhaut and Straub 2006; Zhai and Greatbatch 2007)

have shown that the power input to the ocean from wind

stress is a strong function of this parameterization.

Power input (per unit area) from the wind to the

ocean is given by the dot product of the upper-ocean

geostrophic velocity and the wind stress (Stern 1975,

p. 114). Using the two different parameterizations of wind

stress given by Eqs. (1) and (2), we may define the cor-

responding power inputs P1 and P0 as
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The difference in both stress and power input between

the two schemes can be written as
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Note that tdiff is defined so that its sign reflects the error

associated with using the simplified atmosphere-only

form.

Duhaut and Straub (2006) used a scaling argument to

show that including uo in the wind stress reduces the

basin-integrated power input by at least 20%. This oc-

curs despite only a small change in the magnitude of

stress. The power reduction is caused by strong corre-

lations between the stress difference tdiff and the me-

soscale ocean velocity. Duhaut and Straub showed that

the difference in stress tdiff aligns strongly with the ocean

velocity,
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where the hat denotes a unit vector (note that this esti-

mate of tdiff assumes that uo is independent of the stress

parameterization, whereas the results presented below

indicate that the wind stress scheme strongly influences

ocean velocity in the ACC case). Equation (7) implies

that the difference in power scales as the square of the

ocean velocity, thus
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Duhaut and Straub (2006) investigated this power dif-

ference in a quasigeostrophic (QG) model of an idealized

double-gyre circulation. They estimated that the basin-

integrated power difference, hPdiffi/hP0i, had a lower limit

of 0.2 based on a scaling argument, and a value of 0.35

based on their QG simulations. Subsequent modeling of

the North Pacific (Dawe and Thompson 2006) and the

North Atlantic (Zhai and Greatbatch 2007) has found

similar values of hPdiffi/hP0i. These estimates of the re-

duction in power have also been supported by scatter-

ometer studies (Hughes and Wilson 2008; Xu and Scott

2008).

Numerical modeling of the impact of using the rela-

tive velocity stress parameterization has so far been

focused on midlatitude ocean gyres. The present work

extends these results to a model of the Southern Ocean,

where the circulation is limited by different mechanisms

than in gyres. We aim to confirm the Southern Ocean

power reduction estimated from scatterometer studies

(Hughes and Wilson 2008; Xu and Scott 2008) and to

examine the impacts of the relative velocity stress on the

mean flow of the ACC.

The alignment of tdiff with the ocean velocity means

that the flow is generally damped in regions of high

velocity. For example, consider a circularly symmetric

eddy flowing clockwise under a uniform westerly wind

stress. Under the standard stress, the positive contribu-

tions to stress on the northern half of the eddy would

be equal in magnitude to the negative contributions on

the southern half. However, under the relative velocity

stress, the wind stress magnitude would be smaller on

the northern half of the eddy and greater on the south-

ern half. Thus, the relative velocity stress parameteri-

zation increases the stress in the opposite direction to

the flow (Duhaut and Straub 2006; Zhai and Greatbatch

2007; Xu and Scott 2008), acting to damp the eddies.

This is analogous to the ‘‘top drag’’ effect found by

Dewar and Flierl (1987) in numerical simulations of

mesoscale eddies, where oceanic motions decayed more

rapidly under the relative velocity stress scheme. We

propose that this damping over eddies and jets has the

potential to influence the circumpolar transport because

eddies are crucial in setting the momentum balance of

the ACC.
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b. Dynamics of the ACC

The lack of zonal boundaries and the high wind stress

in the Southern Ocean give rise to a unique circulation:

the ACC. The mechanisms that control the circumpolar

transport of the ACC continue to be debated, and we

briefly review some contending theories here.

Early attempts to model the ACC could not explain

the observed circumpolar transport, using realistic con-

straints of both wind stress and friction (e.g., Hidaka and

Tsuchiya 1953; Gill 1968). In light of the discrepancy

between friction-based models and observations, Munk

and Palmén (1951) proposed that the ACC transport is

limited not by friction but by topographic form stress.

Because the actual measurement of topographic form

stress is not feasible, models have provided the only

method of testing Munk and Palmén’s hypothesis. How-

ever, coarse-resolution models of the ACC, where the

grid length is larger than the eddy radius, did not support

Munk and Palmén’s hypothesis (Gill and Bryan 1971;

Bryan and Cox 1972) because for any realistic value of

vertical viscosity the downward momentum flux is too

small to balance the input of momentum from the wind

stress.

Straub (1993) argued that in the presence of eddies the

baroclinic transport of the ACC may actually be in-

dependent of wind stress (provided that the stress is at

least large enough to create baroclinic instability). Using

a two-layer QG model of the ACC, Straub argued that

the velocity of the flow is approximately limited to the

velocity at which baroclinic instability first develops.

Eddies create interfacial form stress, which acts to trans-

fer momentum downward much faster than viscous shear

forces and enables bottom form stress to act as an effec-

tive sink of momentum. This theory is often referred to as

eddy saturation. However, the eddy saturation theory

assumes that baroclinic instability is dominant throughout

the channel, whereas it may only be confined to regions

of elevated topography (Hallberg and Gnanadesikan

2001). Under eddy saturation, the predicted baroclinic

transport is highly dependent on the stratification (Straub

1993; Hallberg and Gnanadesikan 2001; Hogg and

Blundell 2006).

Present day coarse-resolution models use vastly im-

proved eddy parameterization schemes, which allow for

an effective vertical momentum flux (see Gent et al.

1995). Thus, realistic values of circumpolar transport in

the ACC are now achieved by coarse-resolution models

(Gent et al. 2001; Fyfe and Saenko 2005). However, the

response of the ACC models to changes in wind forcing

depends greatly on the resolution of the model. In

coarse-resolution models, circumpolar transport strongly

increases with wind stress (Gent et al. 2001; Fyfe and

Saenko 2005), whereas eddy-resolving models show lit-

tle or no change in circumpolar transport when wind

stress is increased (Hallberg and Gnanadesikan 2006;

Meredith and Hogg 2006; Hogg and Blundell 2006).

Instead, the increased momentum input from the wind

creates a more vigorous eddy field. Recent observa-

tional studies of the ACC have found that the tilt of the

isopycnal surfaces across the ACC has remained ap-

proximately constant over the past few decades (Böning

et al. 2008; Gille 2008). The constant isopycnal tilt im-

plies that the geostrophic circumpolar transport relative

to the bottom has remained constant, despite an in-

crease in westerly winds over the same period. The ob-

servations of Böning et al. (2008) and Gille (2008)

provide evidence for the eddy saturation theory (Straub

1993) and support the findings of eddy-resolving channel

models of the ACC.

Diapycnal overturning may also be important in set-

ting the transport of the ACC. It has been argued that

the eastward momentum gained at the surface is com-

municated down to bottom water through buoyancy-

driven overturning, where a westward topographic form

stress can then limit the flow (Gent et al. 2001; Hallberg

and Gnanadesikan 2001). For an illustration of the dif-

ferent processes by which momentum is transferred

downward in the ACC, see Fig. 1 of Hallberg and

Gnanadesikan (2001). Diapycnal overturning also plays

a key role in setting the stratification, which directly

affects the transport under eddy-saturated flow. There-

fore, QG models of the ACC are limited because they

explicitly ignore thermodynamic effects and cannot sim-

ulate overturning.

The other shortcoming with QG channel models is

that they omit the role played by ocean basins to the

north of the ACC. It is possible that the gyre circulations

in these basins (presumably controlled by Sverdrup bal-

ance) modify the ACC transport as proposed by Baker

(1982) and more recently by Nadeau and Straub (2009).

The role of gyres may also be a factor in accounting for

discrepancies between coarse-resolution global models

and eddy-resolving channel models.

c. Scope of present work

The dynamical mechanisms controlling the ACC re-

main a topic of debate. However, emerging evidence from

eddy-permitting models (Hallberg and Gnanadesikan

2006), satellite observations (Meredith and Hogg 2006),

and in situ ocean observations (Böning et al. 2008; Gille

2008) supports the concept that eddy saturation plays

a considerable role in the ACC. With this premise, we

use an ocean model that has been previously demon-

strated to produce a flow in the eddy-saturated param-

eter regime. We examine the effect of using the relative
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velocity stress parameterization upon the large-scale

flow in this model. The results are presented in terms of

the three main flow features: power input, eddy activity,

and circumpolar transport. Their dependence upon

stress parameterization is examined.

2. Model

The numerical experiments in this work were carried

out using the quasigeostrophic coupled model (Q-GCM).

A full description of the model and the equations of

motion are given in the Q-GCM users’ guide (Hogg

et al. 2003a) and in Hogg et al. (2003b). This section

presents a brief overview of the model.

The model consists of three QG ocean layers, three

QG atmosphere layers, an ocean mixed layer, and an

atmosphere mixed layer. In this study, only the ocean

component and the atmosphere mixed layer are per-

mitted to evolve dynamically; the three QG atmosphere

layers are set to a fixed sinusoidal pressure profile. The

model is configured to an ACC-like channel, with peri-

odic east–west boundaries. The mean Coriolis parame-

ter is set to that of 558S, and topography is included in

the bottom layer of the ocean. This topography is de-

rived from the observed topography of the Southern

Ocean (Smith and Sandwell 1997), although it is trun-

cated at 6780 m from the mean ocean depth (set to

4 km).

One of the main strengths of Q-GCM is its ability to

resolve mesoscale flow in the ocean. For the simulations

used here, the ocean resolution is set to 10 km. This is

smaller than the first and second Rossby radii (33 and

19 km), therefore, it can resolve eddy activity [although

the chosen stratification generates Rossby radii that are

larger than observed values in the Southern Ocean

(Houry et al. 1987; see Hogg and Blundell 2006 for

a discussion on this)]. The presence of eddies plays an

important role in the momentum balance of the ACC, as

discussed in section 1b. The present work uses Q-GCM

version 1.4, which has been modified to include the op-

tion of parameterizing wind stress using the relative

velocity between the atmosphere and ocean. Previous

versions of Q-GCM used the standard quadratic stress

law, which is a function of the atmosphere velocity only.

The relative velocity stress parameterization required

a new algorithm for determining the mixed layer ve-

locities. This algorithm is outlined in the appendix.

The pressure is prescribed to be sinusoidal in the three

QG atmosphere layers to achieve a westerly wind stress.

The atmospheric contribution to zonal stress tx is there-

fore approximately sinusoidal in the y direction and is

uniform in the x direction. The maximum amplitude of

the stress is tx 5 0.14 N m22 (from the atmosphere

alone) in the center of the y domain and goes to zero at

the northern and southern boundaries. This profile is set

as an approximation to the mean zonal wind stress in the

Southern Ocean from the Southampton Oceanography

Centre (SOC) climatology of Josey et al. (2002).

The ocean was spun up from an initial state of rest, over

approximately 25 yr. The time series and time-averaged

quantities shown below are based on simulations in

a statistically stationary state, after spinup is complete.

The time-averaged results are integrated over a period

of 50 yr (in most cases from years 70–120 of a 120-yr

simulation), so that short-term variability is removed.

Two different simulations are described in this paper.

The first simulation, labeled S0, formulates wind stress

from the atmospheric velocity only, using the stress

t0 defined by Eq. (2). The second simulation, labeled

S1, uses the relative velocity between atmosphere and

ocean—the stress t1 defined by Eq. (1). The standard

parameters used throughout this work are shown in

Table 1.

3. Results

The differences between the simulations S0 and S1 are

investigated, with particular emphasis on the power in-

put, kinetic energy (KE), and circumpolar transport.

One significant difference between the two simulations

is the eddy activity, indicated by the kinetic energy.

Much of the analysis that follows is centered on the eddy

field, and its influence upon the steady state flow.

a. Ekman pumping perturbations

We begin by comparing the time-averaged ocean

Ekman pumping velocity between the two simulations,

to illustrate the effect of using the relative velocity stress.

Figure 1 shows the time average of Ekman pumping

velocity wek in simulation S1, illustrating a broad-scale

pattern due to wind forcing and small-scale perturba-

tions due to the ocean currents. In simulation S0, wek

depends purely on the atmosphere velocity and there-

fore varies only in the y direction.

The basin-averaged stress differs between the two

simulations by only 2%. However, the perturbations to

the wek field in Fig. 1 correspond to changes in the ocean

stress field of up to tdiff ’ 0.06 N m22, which is a sig-

nificant fraction of the maximum stress t ’ 0.14 N m22.

There is a strong spatial correlation between these

perturbations and the time-averaged ocean velocity

(shown in Fig. 2a). Thus, the perturbations to the forcing

are greatest in regions of high ocean velocity, such as

standing eddies and jets.

We propose that the forcing perturbations over eddies

and jets have the potential to influence the circumpolar
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transport, because eddies are crucial in setting the mo-

mentum balance of the ACC.

b. Power input

The differences in forcing between simulations S0 and

S1 (Fig. 1) will alter the power input, as proposed by

Duhaut and Straub (2006). Figures 2a–c show a com-

parison between the spatial distributions of the top QG

layer ocean velocity, the power distribution P0, and the

power difference Pdiff [given by Eq. (6)], respectively.

All three quantities are time averaged over 50 yr. There

is a clear correlation between the ocean velocity and

Pdiff, indicating that the power reduction caused by using

t1 is greatest over jets and standing eddies.

Figure 3 shows the spatially averaged power input

time series from each simulation (solid lines). Both

curves show significant interdecadal variability, as ob-

served in a previous study of the Southern Ocean using

Q-GCM (Hogg and Blundell 2006). The amplitude of

the variations is roughly a factor of 2 larger in simulation

S1 than in simulation S0, indicating enhanced variability

under the relative velocity stress. Power input is greater

in simulation S0 than in simulation S1, as shown in Fig. 3

(cf. the two solid curves). This result is expected and fits

TABLE 1. Standard parameter values for simulations.

Parameter Value Unit Description

X, Y (23040, 2880) km Domain size

F
S

2210 W m22 Mean insolation

jF9Sj 70 W m22 Amplitude of variable insolation

f0 21.195 3 1024 s21 Mean Coriolis parameter (558S)

b 1.313 3 10211 m21 s21 Coriolis parameter gradient (558S)

l 35 W m22 K21 Sensible and latent heat flux coef

Dox 10 km Oceanic horizontal grid spacing

Dot 12 min Ocean time step
oHk (300, 1100, 2600) m Ocean layer heights
oHm 100 m Ocean mixed layer height
or 1.0 3 103 kg m23 Ocean density
oCp 4.0 3 103 J kg21 K21 Ocean specific heat capacity

g9k (0.05, 0.025) m s22 Reduced gravity

A2 0 m2 s21 Ocean Laplacian viscosity coef

A4 1.0 3 1010 m4 s21 Ocean biharmonic viscosity coef
oK2 380 m2 s21 Laplacian temperature diffusion coef
oK4 1.0 3 1011 m4 s21 Biharmonic temperature diffusion coef

abc 5.0 Nondimensional Mixed BC coefficient

dek 1.0 m Bottom Ekman layer thickness
oRd1, oRd2 (33, 19) km Ocean baroclinic Rossby radii (derived)

Dax 80 km Atmospheric horizontal grid spacing

Dat 1 min Atmosphere time step
aHm 1000 m Atmosphere mixed layer height
ar 1.0 kg m23 Atmosphere density
aK2 2.7 3 104 m2 s21 Laplacian temperature diffusion coef
aK4 3.0 3 1014 m4 s21 Biharmonic temperature diffusion coef
aCp 1000 J kg21 K21 Atmosphere specific heat capacity

Cd 1.3 3 1023 Nondimensional Drag coef

FIG. 1. Average Ekman pumping velocity wek in simulation S1, showing a combination of the

broad-scale positive contributions from the wind forcing and small-scale perturbations re-

sulting from ocean currents.
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with the predictions of Duhaut and Straub (2006). The

time- and space-averaged power input from simulation S0

is hP0i5 7.83 3 1023 W m22, whereas that of simulation

S1 is hP1i 5 6.39 3 1023 W m22. If hPdiffi is estimated

from the difference of these two averages, one obtains

hP
diff
i5 1.44 3 10�3 W m�2, (9)

or a relative change of

hP
diff
i

hP
0
i 5 0.18. (10)

These estimates of power difference do not account

for the possibility that ocean velocity may differ sub-

stantially between the two experiments. An alternative

measure of P0 is to use the oceanic velocities from

simulation S1, multiplied with the stress field t0. This

measure of P0 (denoted P90 in Fig. 3 and marked by the

dashed line) is the power input one would estimate by

taking real-world observations of ocean currents, but

applying the oversimplified model wind stress and, thus,

is the more relevant measure. The time-averaged value

of this estimate is hP90i 5 9.44 3 1023 W m22, which

implies a larger power difference

FIG. 2. (a) Time-averaged upper-ocean velocity juoj, (b) P0, and (c) Pdiff as calculated from

simulation S1, with each quantity time averaged over 50 yr. Both P0 and Pdiff are large in

magnitude above regions of high velocity.

FIG. 3. Time series of the area-averaged power input. Here, P0 and P1 (solid curves), as well

as P90 (dashed curve; calculated from simulation S1 velocities and S0 stress). The above curves

were smoothed using a low-pass Fourier filter, with a cutoff frequency of 0.5 yr21. This filtering

method applies to all of the subsequent time series presented in this paper.
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hP9
diff
i5 3.05 3 10�3 W m�2, (11)

or a relative change of

hP9
diff
i

hP9
0
i 5 0.32. (12)

The observation that P90 is higher than P0 implies

a higher layer 1 ocean velocity in simulation S1 (since

t0 is the same for both estimates). This result is coun-

terintuitive, given that wind stress and power input are

systematically reduced in simulation S1. Duhaut and

Straub (2006) found the opposite trend in their gyre

model, where the use of t1 reduced the mean ocean

velocity and therefore reduced P0. This distinction be-

tween our ACC-like model and the gyre model can be

explained by an eddy-damping effect, combined with

the eddy-saturated regime in this model.

It is also useful to split hP9diffi into parts associated with

the mean flow and the transient velocity field. The mean

flow contribution to hP9diffi is calculated as huoi � (ht0i 2

ht1i), using the huoi field from simulation S1. We find that

the mean flow contribution to hP9diffi is 8.8 3 1024 W m22

or 29% of the total hP9diffi. Thus, the majority of hP9diffi
comes from the transient velocity field.

c. Circumpolar transport

The layer 1 ocean velocity is larger in simulation

S1 than simulation S0, as inferred from power input

measurements. This difference is also reflected in the

circumpolar transport [as shown in Table 2, the total

circumpolar transport in simulation S1 is 170 Sv (1 Sv [

106 m3 s21), compared with 132 Sv in simulation S0]. In

both simulations, the transport in the bottom layer is

negative (i.e., westward) and is very small compared

with the eastward transport in the upper two layers.

Thus, the geostrophic transport referenced to the bot-

tom is the dominant mode of circumpolar flow in both

simulations.

The time-averaged layer 1 streamfunctions of simu-

lations S0 and S1 are shown in Figs. 4a,b, respectively.

Figures 4c,d show instantaneous snapshots of simula-

tions S0 and S1, respectively, with the snapshots taken at

t 5 120 yr. The instantaneous streamfunction in each

case illustrates the presence of transient eddies. Al-

though the magnitudes of transport are different in each

case, the pattern of flow is very similar. A comparison

with the topography anomaly shown in Fig. 4e demon-

strates that the streamfunction is very closely linked to

topography. The standing jets shown in Figs. 4a,b tend to

meander around regions of elevated topography and are

stronger above valleys on the ocean floor.

One of the limitations of this model is that it repre-

sents Drake Passage as a region of elevated underwater

topography, rather than a coastal barrier. This permits

a substantial portion of flow across regions of topogra-

phy that represent land barriers (as shown in Figs. 4a,b).

We estimate that approximately half of the circumpolar

transport in our model flows through the band of the

Drake Passage, whereas the remainder flows across

would-be land barriers. However, this estimate is very

sensitive to the exact choice of northern and southern

limits for the Drake Passage. This sensitivity is espe-

cially strong in the bottom layer, where there are strong

recirculations in this region of the model. Because the

barriers themselves are not well defined, a precise esti-

mate of transport through Drake Passage is beyond the

scope of this model.

1) EDDY SATURATION

The theory of eddy saturation states that the circum-

polar transport of the ACC is strongly influenced by the

vertical transport of momentum resulting from eddies

(section 1b). In an eddy-saturated state, geostrophic

transport relative to the bottom is only weakly (if at all)

related to the wind stress. Some models have found that

eddy saturation is associated only with weak wind forc-

ing and that stronger wind forcing leads to the transport

increasing as a function of stress (Johnson and Bryden

1989; Tansley and Marshall 2001). However, previous

studies of the ACC, using Q-GCM, have shown that this

model behaves in an eddy-saturated manner, even under

substantial wind forcing (Hogg and Blundell 2006;

Meredith and Hogg 2006). This leads one to question

why the transport should be 38 Sv larger under the t1

stress than the t0 stress. One possible explanation of the

transport difference is that simulation S1 is not actually

in an eddy-saturated state. To test this hypothesis, sim-

ulations S1 and S0 were extended for a further 30 yr, with

the specified atmospheric pressure gradient decreased

so that the peak wind stress was reduced by 25%.

The reduced wind stress forcing did not significantly

reduce the transport in either simulation S0 or S1. Figure 5a

shows a time series of transport from simulation S0 (black),

with the extended simulation under the reduced stress

t0 (gray). The transport appears to fall in the first 2–3 yr of

the weakened stress regime; however, the average trans-

port over the 30-yr period of the extended simulation is

TABLE 2. Comparison of circumpolar transport between

simulations S0 and S1.

Simulation

Circumpolar transport (Sv)

Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 Total

S0 71.6 67.7 27.0 132

S1 84.8 87.0 21.8 170
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FIG. 4. The layer 1 mean streamfunctions of (a) S0 and (b) S1; instantaneous layer 1 streamfunctions of (c) S0 and (d) S1 taken at t 5

120 yr in each case. (a)–(d) The plots’ contour interval is 5 Sv. (e) The topography anomaly is also shown. The direction of the flow is

similar in both simulations and is closely linked to the topography. Jets appear to meander around elevated topography and are stronger

above valleys.
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very close to that of simulation S0. This strongly supports

the hypothesis that simulation S0 is in an eddy-saturated

state. Extending simulation S1 yields similar results.

Figure 5b shows a time series of the transport from

simulation S1, with the extended simulation under the

reduced stress. Once again, the transport drops for the

first 2–3 yr and then returns to a similar equilibrium as

simulation S1. This trend confirms that simulation S1 is

also in an eddy-saturated state, implying that there must

be an alternative explanation for the discrepancy in

transport between simulations S0 and S1. One possibility

is the eddy-damping effect, which is explored in the

following section.

2) EDDY-DAMPING EFFECT

The contribution of the ocean velocity to the relative

velocity wind stress acts to damp high-velocity flows (as

discussed in section 1a). This damping implies that the

eddy field should be suppressed by the wind stress in

simulation S1 (relative to that in simulation S0). This

difference in eddy activity plays a role in the momentum

balance of the circumpolar flow. For simplicity, consider

the current to be a combination of a zonal mean flow and

a transient eddy field. The stress drives the zonal flow,

which develops an eddy field through baroclinic in-

stability. The eddy field enhances the vertical transport

of momentum via interfacial form stress, which in turn

leads to topographic form stress (the primary momentum

sink). A faster zonal flow will create a more vigourous

eddy field, leading to a greater topographic form stress.

The steady-state flow is that in which momentum input at

the surface is balanced by topographic form stress.

Consider the response of the eddy fields of the two

simulations, given the same zonal mean flow. In simu-

lation S1, the eddy field should be weaker than in sim-

ulation S0 under the same zonal velocity, because of the

eddy damping effect. Conversely, simulation S1 would

have to reach a higher zonal velocity than simulation S0

to generate the same eddy activity. Since topographic

form stress is controlled by the level of eddy activity, this

would mean that simulation S1 should have a higher equi-

librium zonal velocity, and thus a larger volume transport.

Therefore we argue on qualitative grounds that the eddy

damping effect is likely to be responsible for the observed

increase in circumpolar transport in simulation S1.

d. Eddy kinetic energy

If eddy damping plays the role hypothesized pre-

viously, then there should be a decrease in mesoscale

eddy activity in simulation S1. Kinetic energy serves as

a useful measure of the eddy activity because eddies

have relatively large velocities compared with the mean

FIG. 5. Circumpolar transport plotted as a function of time. (a) The standard stress regime,

comparing simulation S0 (black) with a 25% reduction of stress (gray). (b) The relative velocity

stress regime, comparing simulation S1 (black) with a 25% reduction in wind stress (gray). The

apparent discontinuity between the black and gray curves is caused by the low-pass filters

applied to each trend separately. In both cases, the transport is largely unaffected by the re-

duction in wind stress.
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flow. For the purpose of estimating the eddy KE, we

assume that the flow consists of three components: zonal

mean flow, standing eddies, and transient eddies. The

time mean velocity field is assumed to be made up of

a zonal mean flow and standing eddies, while the re-

mainder of the velocity field is treated as the transient

eddy field. This simplified treatment does not distinguish

between transient eddies and meandering jets; however,

it does allow us to compare the eddy activity between

the two simulations. Table 3 shows the zonal mean,

standing eddy, and transient eddy KE from each simu-

lation. Both the standing eddy and transient eddy com-

ponents of KE are smaller in simulation S1 than in

simulation S0. This is consistent with the theory that

eddy damping resulting from t1 suppresses eddy activ-

ity. By contrast, the zonal mean KE is larger in simula-

tion S1 than in simulation S0, which reflects the greater

circumpolar flow.

Figure 6a shows the time series of eddy KE in the top

layer (both standing and transient components), com-

paring simulations S0 and S1. The higher eddy KE in

simulation S0 supports the hypothesis that simulation

S1 has a weaker eddy field, resulting from the eddy-

damping effect. However, the potential energy (PE) is

higher in simulation S1 (Fig. 6b). The higher PE is as-

sociated with a larger interfacial tilt across the channel,

consistent with greater zonal flow in simulation S1.

4. Discussion

The simulations presented in this paper were con-

ducted to investigate a subtlety in the parameterization

of wind stress in a model of the Southern Ocean. The

subtlety under investigation is the relative velocity stress

scheme, where stress is written as a quadratic function of

the difference between the atmosphere and ocean ve-

locity (in contrast to schemes that use atmosphere ve-

locity alone). The relative velocity stress scheme does

not alter the magnitude of the stress significantly; how-

ever, it has been shown to reduce the wind power input

to the ocean, when applied to a model of ocean gyres

(Duhaut and Straub 2006; Zhai and Greatbatch 2007).

The present work has confirmed that power input to

the modeled ACC is reduced under relative velocity

stress. The difference in power is 32% of the total power

input, which is similar to the 20%–35% reduction found

in gyres (Duhaut and Straub 2006; Zhai and Greatbatch

TABLE 3. Layer 1 KE, showing the contributions of zonal mean

flow, standing eddies, transient eddies, and the total. Simulation S0

has a greater eddy KE from both standing and transient compo-

nents, whereas simulation S1 has a higher zonal mean KE.

Simulation

KE (3104 J m22)

Zonal

mean

Standing

eddies

Transient

eddies Total

S0 0.14 0.62 2.50 3.26

S1 0.19 0.55 2.02 2.77

FIG. 6. (a) Time series of layer 1 eddy KE for each simulation. The lower eddy KE in simulation

S1 indicates a weaker eddy field. (b) Potential energy at the upper interface.
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2007). This result is achieved primarily because the ocean

velocity contribution systematically reduces power in-

put over eddies.

A further consideration in this work is the impact of

the relative velocity stress upon the dynamics of the

ACC. With a lower power input to the ocean, one would

expect the transport and the eddy activity to decrease.

Although the eddy KE does decrease as expected, we

find that transport counterintuitively increases under

the relative velocity stress.

The increase in transport found in our ACC model is

distinct from the results of gyre models and is a conse-

quence of two main factors. The first factor is eddy

damping, where the contribution of the ocean velocity to

the stress aligns in the opposite direction to the ocean

velocity (Dewar and Flierl 1987; Zhai and Greatbatch

2007; Xu and Scott 2008). This damping strongly affects

high-velocity flows, especially eddies, and its overall

effect is to weaken the eddy field. The second factor is

eddy saturation, where the momentum balance of the

circumpolar current is moderated by eddy activity. Un-

der the eddy-damping effect, the flow reaches a higher

zonal velocity before the eddy field reaches the point of

saturation. Thus, the combination of eddy saturation

and eddy damping means that transport is greater under

the relative velocity stress, despite the reduced power

input. This new subtlety has not been predicted by

previous studies of the relative velocity stress because

those studies investigated gyre flows, which are limited

by different processes.

The result that eddy damping increases the circum-

polar transport has illuminated another reason why it is

dynamically important to resolve eddies in a Southern

Ocean model. The importance of eddies to the mo-

mentum balance of the ACC has been well established

by previous studies. Eddies transfer momentum down-

ward through interfacial form stress, resulting in topo-

graphic form stress that limits the flow (as discussed in

section 1b). In coarse-resolution models of the ACC,

transport increases monotonically as a function of zonal

wind stress (Gent et al. 2001; Fyfe and Saenko 2005).

Moreover, the direction of the flow is more zonal in coarse-

resolution models of the ACC than in eddy-resolving

models (Hallberg and Gnanadesikan 2006). Thus, it is

reasonable to expect that the relative velocity stress

scheme would play a different role in coarse-resolution

models.

We have run additional tests to ascertain ways in

which the effect of the relative velocity stress differs with

coarse-resolution models. These tests use the same do-

main and forcing fields, but with 90-km grid length (in-

creased from 10 km). The other primary difference is that

the low-resolution cases have a high horizontal diffusion

of potential vorticity (PV; compared with biharmonic

diffusion of relative velocity in the eddy-resolving cases)

used in part for numerical stability but also as an ap-

proximation to the eddy parameterization schemes used

in most climate models (see, e.g., Gent et al. 1995). At low

resolution the model ceases to be eddy saturated; increases

in wind stress are linearly proportional to the transport

(consistent with coarse-resolution climate models; e.g.,

Fyfe and Saenko 2005). However, perturbations that are

eddy-like still have some effect in transferring vertical

momentum; consequently, circumpolar transport re-

mains slightly larger in the relative velocity stress case

(although the effect is relatively small). If horizontal

diffusion of PV is increased further, one finds a param-

eter regime in which the relative velocity stress scheme

makes no difference to circumpolar transport but de-

creases power input. These results demonstrate that

coarse-resolution models of the ACC have a weaker re-

sponse to the relative velocity stress scheme than eddy-

resolving models.

A revised estimate of wind power input has ramifi-

cations for the global ocean energy budget. The wind

power input to the global oceans has been estimated at

0.88 TW, with approximately 0.6 TW of this power input

occurring in the Southern Ocean (Wunsch 1998). In our

model, the power input is reduced by 32% under the

relative velocity stress. If this result were extrapolated

onto the entire Southern Ocean, it would translate into

a power difference of approximately 0.2 TW. However,

our model aims to represent only the fastest-flowing

region of the Southern Ocean, namely, the ACC; there-

fore, this extrapolation of the power difference is likely

to be an overestimate. Hughes and Wilson (2008) esti-

mated the difference in power input resulting from the

relative velocity stress from scatterometer data. They

found a global reduction in power of 0.19 TW, with 0.06

TW occurring in the Southern Ocean. Revised estimates

of the Southern Ocean power input also have implica-

tions for the energetics of the meridional-overturning

circulation because wind power input represents a large

fraction of the total mixing energy of the overturning,

estimated at 2 TW (Munk and Wunsch 1998).

As noted by other authors (Xu and Scott 2008;

Hughes and Wilson 2008), the sensitivity of the circulation

to small-scale wind stress poses problems for forcing an

ocean model. One possibility is to use observations of wind

stress to force an ocean model. However, a scatterometer-

derived wind stress explicitly accounts for the relative

velocity between the atmosphere and ocean. If such

a wind stress field were applied to an ocean model that

had its own freely evolving velocity field, the power re-

duction observed here would not be accounted for, since

the stress would no longer correlate with the mesoscale
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ocean velocity field. This implies that the eddy-damping

effect would no longer influence the transient eddy field.

The resulting power input would be overestimated and

the circumpolar transport underestimated.

Not all of the power difference would be ignored

under such a forcing scheme. Although the majority of

the KE of the flow is made up of transient features

(Table 3), there is a significant proportion of the flow

that is essentially time independent, including standing

eddies and jets. The power input delivered to these time-

independent components could be accurately repre-

sented by a scatterometer-forced ocean model. However,

if the flow is dominated by transient components, then

a scatterometer-forced ocean model would ignore the

majority of the power reduction resulting from the rel-

ative velocity stress. Scatterometer studies have found

this to be the case. Xu and Scott (2008) estimated that

72% of the power reduction comes from the transient

ocean velocity contribution, while Hughes and Wilson

(2008) found a similar estimate of 75%. In our model, 71%

of the power difference was due to transient flow. Based

on these estimates, approximately three-quarters of the

power reduction would be ignored under a scatterometer-

forced ocean model. A scatterometer-derived wind stress

forcing would, thus, behave more like the standard stress

than the relative velocity stress.

The results shown here are based on an idealized QG

model, which does not include thermodynamic effects. It

has been argued that diapycnal overturning may influ-

ence the transport of the ACC. Thus, the eddy-saturated

state observed in this model is an incomplete picture of

the ACC. It must also be noted that the circumpolar

transport in this model is greatly affected by the strati-

fication (Hogg and Blundell 2006). Therefore, the re-

duction in transport observed under the standard stress

(compared with relative velocity stress) must be con-

sidered among a range of other factors limiting the

transport.

Another way in which stress is coupled to small-scale

ocean features is through interactions with SST gradi-

ents (O’Neill et al. 2003; Nonaka and Xie 2003; Chelton

et al. 2004). The coupling between SST gradients and

stress has recently been modeled in Q-GCM, adding

a simple temperature dependence to the quadratic stress

law (Hogg et al. 2009). Hogg et al. investigated the effect

of a temperature-dependent stress upon a double-gyre

model. They found that the temperature-dependent

stress reduced the large-scale flow of the gyres in their

model. We have repeated these simulations with a chan-

nel model, and surprisingly find that the transport, kinetic

energy, and power input are unaffected by the tempera-

ture-dependent stress in this Southern Ocean configura-

tion (in contrast to the relative velocity stress). This null

result has not been included in this paper; however,

a more detailed discussion of these results is given by

Hutchinson (2008).

5. Conclusions

This study was designed to explore the impact of pa-

rameterizing wind stress as a function of the relative

velocity between the atmosphere and ocean in a model

representing the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC).

This parameterization was investigated with reference

to a standard parameterization of wind stress, depending

on atmospheric velocity only.

The relative velocity stress scheme acts to decrease

power input to the channel, when compared with the

standard stress scheme. This occurs because the ocean

contribution to the relative velocity stress is always op-

posite in direction to the ocean velocity. Thus, the power

input is monotonically reduced and the reduction is

greatest over eddies and jets. These results confirm that

the relative velocity stress reduces power input in the

Southern Ocean, in a similar proportion to that found in

the midlatitude ocean gyres.

The circumpolar transport is greater under the relative

velocity stress, despite the reduced power input. This

counterintuitive result occurs because of the combina-

tion of eddy saturation and eddy damping. The changes

in transport and power input can only be observed in

a model that resolves eddies, providing additional rea-

sons as to why coarse-resolution models cannot capture

the dynamics of the ACC.
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APPENDIX

Relative Velocity Stress Formulation

The algorithm for calculating wind stress under the

standard scheme is in the Q-GCM users’ guide (Hogg

et al. 2003a). The relative velocity stress requires a differ-

ent algorithm, outlined below. Wind stress is a quadratic
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function of the difference between the atmosphere

mixed layer velocity aum and the ocean mixed layer ve-

locity oum. We show how to deduce these (unknown)

mixed layer velocities from the (known) geostrophic

velocities of the atmosphere and ocean. Starting from the

stress equation,

(a
t x, aty) 5 C

d
jau

m
� o u

m
j(au

m
� o u

m
, ay

m
� o y

m
),

(A1)

where (at x, aty) are the atmosphere dynamic stress com-

ponents in the (x, y) directions.1 The atmosphere mixed

layer velocity components aum and aym are given by the

sum of geostrophic and Ekman transport components,
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where (au1, ay1) are the layer 1 atmosphere velocity

components, f0 is the mean Coriolis parameter, and aHm

is the mixed layer height. The ocean mixed layer velocity

components are similar in form to their atmospheric

counterparts,
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where the superscript ‘‘o’’ denotes oceanic quantities.

For simplicity, we define the parameters U, a, and b as
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We can then rewrite Eq. (A1) as
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After some algebraic manipulation, we can solve for U

in terms of the known layer 1 velocities:
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The velocity difference components can be expressed in

terms of U, a, b, and the known velocities as
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These expressions can be substituted back into Eq. (A9)

to give the atmospheric wind stress. The standard

scheme can be recovered by setting ou1 5 oy1 5 0 to

remove the oceanic QG velocity and setting b 5 0 to

remove the oceanic Ekman transport. As in previous

versions of Q-GCM, oceanic wind stress is computed

from the atmospheric stress, using the density ratio ot 5
arat/or. The ocean Ekman pumping velocity wek, which

is the forcing term in the QG equation for the top layer

of the ocean, is then computed from the wind stress curl.
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